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a b s t r a c t

In the common factor model the observed data is conceptually split into a common covari-
ance producing part and an uncorrelated unique part. The common factormodel is fitted to
the data itself and a newmethod is introduced for the simultaneous estimation of loadings,
unique variances, factor scores, and unique parts. The method is based on Minimum Rank
Factor Analysis and allows for the percentage of explained common variance to be com-
puted. Taking into account factor indeterminacy, an explicit description of the complete
class of solutions for the factor scores and unique parts is given. The method is evaluated
in a simulation study and fitted to a dataset in the literature.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

We consider exploratory factor analysis of continuous observed variables. In common factor analysis the observed
variables are conceptually split up into a common part and a unique part. The common part of each variable is correlated
to other observed variables, while the unique part is not. The latter includes measurement error and possibly a specific part
uniquely measured by the corresponding observed variable. The common part of all observed variables is approximated by
a small number of underlying latent factors. The origins of the common factor model (or factor analysis model) date back to
Spearman (1904) and Thurstone (1935). A distinction is made in the literature between the random factor model, in which
the factors and unique parts are considered random variables, and the fixed factor model, in which only the unique parts are
random variables and the factor scores are parameters to be estimated. Fitting of the factor model is commonly done on the
observed covariance or correlation matrix, with the loadings, unique variances, and factor correlations as parameters to be
estimated. For the fixed factor model the factor scores are commonly estimated in a second step, using a (weighted) least
squares criterion.

In this paper, we introduce a factor model that addresses two problematic issues in the foundation and application
of common factor analysis. The first issue concerns the measures that are used to assess the fit of the factor model. In
practice, the fit is assessed by comparing the observed correlation matrix to that of the estimated factor model, including
the unique variances. This is done by, e.g., least squares (Harman and Jones, 1966), or a chi-square measure in a maximum
likelihood framework (Jöreskog, 1967). However, no distinction is made between the common variances to be explained
and the common variances in the estimated factormodel. The latter are produced as ‘‘communalities’’ by statistical software
packages, thus suggesting that 100% of the common variance is explained. But in practice we have imperfect fit of the factor
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model and not all common variancewill be explained. The question remains howwell the latent factors explain the common
variance in the observed variables, which is important when choosing the number of factors. The only estimation method
that provides an answer to this question and yields a percentage of explained common variance is Minimum Rank Factor
Analysis (MRFA) of Ten Berge and Kiers (1991). See also Ten Berge (1998).

The second issue concerns the nonuniqueness of factor scores under the factor model, known in the literature as factor
indeterminacy and first described by Wilson (1928). Factor indeterminacy is a fundamental property of the common factor
model and occurs because themodel containsmore factors, including unique parts, than observed variables. Guttman (1955)
showed that under perfect fit the factor scores (and unique parts) can be written as the sum of a determinate part and an
orthogonal indeterminate part. The determinate part is the regression of the vector of factor scores (or the unique part) on
the observed variables, while the indeterminate part represents all possible residuals of this regression. Moreover, Guttman
(1955) proved a tight lower bound on the correlation between alternative factors (with the same determinate but different
indeterminate parts). When this minimal correlation is close to zero, the indeterminacy of the factor scores also affects
the interpretation of the factor. Indeed, how could nearly uncorrelated factors represent the same latent trait? Although
factor indeterminacy may have serious consequences for factor interpretation and factor score estimation, it is usually
ignored in applications and minimal correlations are not reported (Steiger, 1979; Maraun, 1996). In the empirical Bayes
framework for factor score estimation (which implies using unweighted least squares) the uncertainty in the factor scores
due to indeterminacy can be computed explicitly as the posterior variance of the factor scores given the observed data
and estimates of the loadings, unique variances, and factor correlations (Bartholomew, 1981; Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh,
2004). However, this implies that factors are treated as random variables which is seen by some as contradicting the idea
that factor scores are parameters to be estimated (Bartholomew, 1981). In the literature, factor indeterminacy remains a
highly controversial topic and experts do not seem to agree on how to address the issue (Maraun, 1996). For an overview
see also Mulaik (2010).

In this paper, we present a novel model and estimation procedure of common factor analysis in which the loadings,
unique variances, factor scores, and unique parts are all parameters and are estimated simultaneously. We refer to this
type of factor model as the data factor model. Our model is a constrained version of the data factor model introduced
independently by Kiers in Sočan (2003) and by De Leeuw (2004), and combines MRFA with unweighted least squares
estimation of factor scores and unique parts. As a result, the explained common variance can be computed. Moreover, we
extend the analysis of factor indeterminacy of Guttman (1955) to the case of imperfect fit and apply it to our model and
that of De Leeuw (2004). We obtain a description of the complete class of solutions for the factor scores and unique parts,
decomposed into determinate and indeterminate parts, and an expression for the minimal correlation between alternative
factors. The unweighted least squares factor score estimate, its sampling variance, and its variance due to indeterminacy
equal their empirical Bayes counterparts. The description of the complete class of solutions for the factor scores makes
it possible to obtain probability densities of factor scores due to indeterminacy by sampling the indeterminate parts. The
sampling is done uniformly andwithout assuming a distributional form for the factor scores. These probability densities can
be used in practice as a visual tool to aid the researcher in deciding how to value the obtained factor score estimates in the
presence of indeterminacy. In the empirical Bayes framework such probability densities can also be obtained, but only after
specifying a prior distribution for the factor scores (Bartholomew, 1981).

Large sample theory under normality has yet been derived for the data factormodel of Sočan (2003) andDe Leeuw (2004),
but the asymptotic distribution of the unique variance estimates by MRFA can be found in Shapiro and Ten Berge (2002).
However, finite sample standard errors for the estimated loadings, unique variances, and factor correlations under the data
factor models can be obtained via a bootstrap procedure (e.g., Zhang, 2014).

As a byproduct of our analysis of factor indeterminacy, we provide a mathematical explanation of the empirically
observed finding of Schönemann andWang (1972) andGrice (2001) that factorswith less explained (common) variance tend
to have smaller minimal correlations. Moreover, together with similar but partial observations by Bartholomew (1981) and
Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2004), our analysis explicitly bridges the gap that some observe between the empirical Bayes
approach in which factor scores are treated as random, and the fixed factor model in which factor scores are parameters to
be estimated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the factor models formally. In Section 3 we provide a brief
discussion of factor indeterminacy, including some results for imperfect fit. In Section 4 we formulate the assumptions
of the data factor model of De Leeuw (2004) (model I) and our constrained version (model II), derive algorithms for
the simultaneous estimation of their parameters, and give expressions for the determinate and indeterminate parts of
the estimates of the factor scores and the unique parts. Section 5 contains a simulation study in which we compare the
performance of the algorithms for models I and II to the existing MINRES method for the random factor model. In Section 6
we fit our model II to a dataset in the literature and demonstrate its practical merits. Finally, Section 7 contains a discussion
of our findings.

2. Factor model descriptions

We use the following notation. We write scalars, column vectors, and matrices as z, z, and Z respectively. The size of
a p × q matrix Z is specified as Z ∈ Rp×q. The transpose is denoted as zT , the inverse is denoted as Z−1, and we use
Z−T

= (ZT )−1
= (Z−1)T . The p×p identitymatrix is denoted by Ip, a zeromatrix is denoted byO, a zero vector is denoted by0,
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and the p×1 vector containing only ones is denoted by 1p. The sum of squares of amatrix is denoted as ssq(Z) = trace(ZTZ).
We denote the space spanned by the columns of Z as span(Z), and its orthogonal complement as span(Z)⊥. We use diag(Z)
to denote the diagonal matrix containing the diagonal of (square) Z as its diagonal. Finally, an estimate of Z is denoted byZ.

In general, the common factor model can be written as

Xj =

R
r=1

pjr Fr + uj Ej, j = 1, . . . , J, (1)

where Xj is observed variable j, Fr is factor r , pjr is the loading of variable j on factor r , Ej is the unique part of variable j, and uj
is the unique standard deviation. In the sequel it is assumed that Xj, Fr , and Ej are standardized. Although possibly deviating
from the usual notation, we write the unique part as uj Ej to distinguish between the estimates of the unique variances and
the standardized unique parts in the data factor models.

In the random factor model both Fr and Ej are random variables in the population of interest, and it is assumed that
corr(Fr , Ej) = 0 for all r, j, and corr(Ej, Ek) = 0 for j ≠ k. Let 8 ∈ RR×R denote the factor correlation matrix, P ∈ RJ×R the
loadingmatrix,U ∈ RJ×J the diagonalmatrixwith unique standard deviations. The correlationmodel corresponding to (1) is

6 = P8 PT
+ U2, (2)

where 6 ∈ RJ×J denotes the correlation matrix of the observed variables Xj in the population of interest. Matrix P8 con-
tains the correlations between observed variables and factors, and is used to interpret the common factors in terms of the
observed variables.When8 = IR, the factors are uncorrelated or orthogonal. Correlated factors are called oblique. To obtain
an interpretable solution with simple structure in P8, a rotation T can be applied that leaves the fitted common covariance
part invariant: P8PT

= (PT)(T−18T−T )(PT)T . For an overview of rotation methods, see e.g. Browne (2001). Estimating P,
8, andU is done by fitting (2) to the observed correlationmatrix S ∈ RJ×J . Commonly used procedures include least squares
minimization of the residual (MINRES) of Harman and Jones (1966), where the residual is the difference between S and the
model (2), and maximum likelihood factor analysis (MLFA) of Jöreskog (1967).

Minimum Rank Factor Analysis (MRFA) of Ten Berge and Kiers (1991) computes U2 such that the amount of unexplained
variance in the approximation S − U2

≈ P8PT is minimal and S − U2 is a covariance matrix (i.e., positive semi-definite,
has nonnegative eigenvalues). The latter is usually not the case in MINRES and MLFA and makes it meaningful to compute
the percentage of explained common variance as 100 · trace(P8PT )/trace(S − U2). Now trace(S − U2) is the total common
variance to be explained and trace(P8PT ) is the explained common variance.

The fixed factor model for subject i can be written as

Xij =

R
r=1

pjr fir + uj Ej, j = 1, . . . , J, i = 1, . . . ,N, (3)

where fir is the factor score of subject i on factor r . Let X ∈ RN×J contain the observed data, and F ∈ RN×R be the matrix of
factor scores. McDonald (1979) showed that simultaneous maximum likelihood estimation of P, U, F, and 8 is impossible
due to unboundedness. However, simultaneous estimation is possible bymaximizing the likelihood ratiowith respect to the
saturatedmodel. In that case, the estimates of P, U, and 8 are identical to the correspondingmaximum likelihood estimates
under the random factor model (McDonald, 1979). The estimates of F, however, are not unique and can be written as a
determinate part plus an orthogonal indeterminate part analogous to Guttman (1955).

In practice, estimates of factor scores are usually obtained in a two-step procedure. First, estimates of P, U, and 8 are
obtained under the random factor model. Second, an estimate of F is obtained asF = XB for someweights matrix B ∈ RJ×R;
see Grice (2001) for an overview. The popular least squares estimate of F is given byF = X S−1P8 and was first proposed
by Thurstone (1935). It is identical to the so-called empirical Bayes estimate of F, which is the posterior mean of F given the
data X and the estimates of P, U, and 8, which are treated as fixed (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004).

In this paper, we consider the data factor model in which also the unique parts are treated as fixed parameters. We write
it as

X = F PT
+ EU, (4)

where E denotes the N × J matrix with the unique parts. For subject i and variable j the model (4) is xij =
R

r=1 pjr fir +uj eij,
which shows the relation to the fixed factor model (3). We consider simultaneous estimation of F, P, E, andU byminimizing
the sum of squares of X − F PT

− EU.

3. Factor indeterminacy

Here, we discuss and elaborate upon some classic results on factor indeterminacy that we need in Section 4. Guttman
(1955) has shown that when the factor model written as (4) fits perfectly both F and E can be written as the sum of a
determinate part and an indeterminate part. The determinate parts are the regressions of F and E, respectively, on the data
X and the indeterminate parts represent all possible residuals of the corresponding regressions. Formally, Guttman (1955)
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has shown that for fixed P, 8, and U, all solutions (F, E) of (4) under the constraints N−1FTE = O, N−1FTF = 8, and
N−1ETE = IJ are given by

F = X S−1 P8 + VWT , (5)

E = X S−1 U − VWT PT U−1, (6)

where S = N−1XTX is the data correlation matrix, and V ∈ RN×R and W ∈ RR×R satisfy

N−1 VTV = IR, N−1 VTX = O, WWT
= 8 − (P8)TS−1(P8). (7)

The determinate parts of F and E are the first terms on the right-hand sides of (5) and (6), and it can be verified that they are
indeed the regression of F and E on X, respectively. The indeterminate parts are the second terms on the right-hand sides of
(5) and (6), and form the residuals of the regressions. The indeterminate parts feature matrix V, which is arbitrary under the
constraints in (7). The columns of V form an orthonormal basis for the residual column space, whileW = N−1FTV contains
the correlations between F and V.

One could argue that factor indeterminacy does not affect factor interpretation since the correlations between the
variables in X and the factors in F are given by P8 which is usually unique. However, Guttman (1955) has shown that
the correlation between two alternative rth factors fr andfr with the same determinate but different indeterminate parts,
has a tight lower bound:

Corr(fr ,fr) ≥ 2 R2
r − 1, (8)

where R2
r is the squared multiple correlation corresponding to the regression of fr on the data X, and can be computed

as R2
r = ((P8)TS−1(P8))rr . The correlation between two maximally different factors fr andfr is equal to the lower bound

2R2
r −1, andmay be small or even negative. This wouldmake interpretation of the factor a dubious affair. Asmore factors are

added to the model, the minimal correlation of the weakest factor tends to become smaller (Schönemann andWang, 1972;
Grice, 2001). Hence, there seems to be a trade-off betweenmore explained (common) variance and less factor indeterminacy,
which we explain mathematically at the end of this section.

The analysis of Guttman (1955) is valid for perfect fit. In the lemmabelow,wederive some results on factor indeterminacy
under imperfect fit. We need these results in Section 4 where we derive the algorithm for the data factor model II.

Lemma 3.1. Let F = F(d) + F(u) be a decomposition of mean-zero and unit-variance factors F into a determinate part and
an indeterminate part, with N−1FTF = 8, F(d) ∈ span(X), and F(u) ∈ span(X)⊥, where X contains mean-zero columns and
S = N−1XTX. LetF = F(d) +F(u) be alternative factors with a different indeterminate part. The following statements hold:

(i) F(d) is the regression of F on X, i.e., F(d) = X S−1(N−1XTF),
(ii) ssq(F −F) is maximal whenF(u) = −F(u),
(iii) Corr(fr ,fr) ≥ 2 Var(f(d)r )− 1, with equality whenF(u) = −F(u), where f(d)r is the rth column of F(d),
(iv) Var(F(u)) = Var(F)− Var(F(d)) = 8 − (N−1XTF)TS−1(N−1XTF).

Proof. First, we prove (i). Since F(d) ∈ span(X), we write F(d) = XBf for some Bf ∈ RJ×R. The regression of F on X is given
by X(XTX)−1XTF, which equals X S−1(N−1XTF). Since XTF(u) = O, the regression is equal to XBf = F(d), which proves (i).

The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are analogous to Guttman (1955). Since the factors have variance one, we have

ssq(F −F) = trace(FTF − FTF −FTF +FTF)
= 2 RN − 2 trace(FTF)
= 2 RN − 2N trace(Corr(F,F))
= 2 RN − 2N trace(N−1(F(d))TF(d) + N−1(F(u))TF(u)). (9)

Hence, we need to minimize trace(N−1(F(u))TF(u)). Due to orthogonality of the determinate and indeterminate parts, we
have

N−1(F(u))TF(u) = N−1(F(u))TF(u) = 8 − N−1(F(d))TF(d). (10)

Hence, the columns of F(u) and those ofF(u) have identical sum of squares. Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it follows
that each diagonal element of N−1(F(u))TF(u) is minimal forF(u) = −F(u). This proves (ii).

The proof of (iii) follows from (9) and (10) by observing that each diagonal element of Corr(F,F) is minimal forF(u) = −F(u). Moreover, the minimal rth correlation can be written as Var(f(d)r )− (1−Var(f(d)r )) = 2 Var(f(d)r )−1. Note that
the diagonal of N−1(F(d))TF(d) contains Var(f(d)r ), r = 1, . . . , R, since F(d) ∈ span(X) has mean-zero columns. This completes
the proof of (iii).

The proof of (iv) follows from (10) since Var(F(d)) = (N−1XTF)TS−1(N−1XTF) by (i). �
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As we will see in Section 4, under models I and II we have Corr(X,F) = N−1XTF = P8. Hence, by Lemma 3.1(i) the
estimate of the determinate partF(d) is identical to the least squares factor score estimate of Thurstone (1935). And, since
Var(f̂(d)r ) = ((P8)TS−1(P8))rr , the expression for the minimal correlation in Lemma 3.1(iii) is analogous to the case of
perfect fit in (8).

Note that Var(F(d)) expresses the sampling uncertainty of the least squares estimate of the factor scores, while Var(F(u))
expresses the uncertainty in the factor scores due to factor indeterminacy. We have Var(f̂(d)r ) = 1 − Var(f̂(u)r ). The same
expressions for Var(F(d)) and Var(F(u)) as above can be derived within the empirical Bayes framework, with Var(F(u)) being
the posterior variance ofF given the data X andP,U, and 8 (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004).

Finally, we consider the empirical finding of Schönemann andWang (1972) and Grice (2001) that weak factors (with less
explained variance) tend to have smaller minimal correlations. In the general setting of Lemma 3.1, we give a mathematical
explanation for this, which is a novel result. For ease of presentation we consider the case of orthogonal factors (8 = IR).
Let F(d) ∈ span(X) be given by F(d) = XBf for some Bf ∈ RJ×R. We have

Var(F(d)) = N−1(F(d))TF(d) = BT
f S Bf . (11)

The explained commonvariances are foundon thediagonal ofPPT . SupposeP = N−1XTF, which is equal toP = N−1XTF(d) =

S Bf . This is a common assumption in factor analysis and holds under models I and II; see Section 4. The explained common
variances due to each factor are on the diagonal of

PTP = BT
f S

2 Bf . (12)

Aswe see, the expressions in (11) and (12) are closely related. Let S = Q3QT be the eigen decomposition of S, withQ ∈ RJ×J

such that QTQ = IJ , and diagonal positive semi-definite 3 ∈ RJ×J . Let C = QTBf . For the rth factor we obtain

(BT
f S Bf )rr =

J
j=1

c2jr λj, (BT
f S

2 Bf )rr =

J
j=1

c2jr λ
2
j . (13)

Hence, if the rth factor has low explained common variance, then also the variance of its determinate part is likely to be low.
The latter results in a low minimal correlation and, hence, worse factor indeterminacy. This is a mathematical explanation
of the phenomenon observed in Schönemann and Wang (1972) and Grice (2001).

4. The data factor models and simultaneous estimation algorithms

In Section 4.1 we introduce the data factor models I and II formally. The simultaneous estimation procedures for models
I and II are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. In Section 4.4 we show how the expression of the indeterminate part
ofF can be used to simulate probability density functions for the factor scores due to indeterminacy. Additional technical
remarks on the data factor models can be found in the Appendix.

4.1. Data factor models I and II

In practice, the data factor model (4) does not fit perfectly and there is a residual. We consider the following two options
for the residual:

common part unique part

Data factor model I: X =

  
F PT +

  
EU + residual

Data factor model II: X = (F PT + residual) + EU

Both models are fitted by minimizing the sum of squares of the residuals under the following assumptions:

Data factor model I : min
N−1[F E]T [F E]=IR+J
FT 1N=0, ET 1N=0

U diagonal

ssq(X − F PT
− EU), (14)

Data factor model II : min
N−1[F E]T [F E]=IR+J
FT 1N=0, ET 1N=0

U diagonal
N−1ET (X−EU)=O

ssq(X − F PT
− EU). (15)

The relations between the common andunique parts and the residualsmay deserve some explanation. Recall that the unique
part of an observed variable represents either measurement error or a specific part measured only by that variable, and is
uncorrelated to the common part and the unique parts of other variables. In model I the common part is fully explained
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by the common factors, while in model II the common factors explain only part of the common part. Under model I the
residuals are not part of the common or unique parts and the residual sum of squares can be interpreted as unexplained
variance in the observed variables. Undermodel II the residuals are that part of the common part that is not explained by the
common factors and the residual sum of squares can be interpreted as the unexplained common variance (see Theorem 4.2
below). Under both models the common and unique parts are uncorrelated, in model II due to the additional constraint
N−1ET (X − EU) = O.

In both models F and E have mean-zero columns, and are uncorrelated to each other and within themselves. Although
models I and II assume and estimate orthogonal factors, the estimated factors and loadings can be rotated orthogonally
or obliquely without loss of fit. That is,F andP can be replaced by rotated versionsFT andPT−T for a nonsingular R × R
matrix T with column sum of squares equal to one. The latter guarantees that the factor correlation matrix after rotation8 = TTT has a diagonal of ones. As we will see in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we haveP = N−1XTF. After rotating we thus obtain
(PT−T )8 = N−1XT (FT).

Model I was introduced independently by Kiers in Sočan (2003) and by De Leeuw (2004). Both derived the same
alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm to update each of [F E], P, and U while keeping the others fixed. De Leeuw
(2004, 2008) also shows that the estimate [F E] can be written as the sum of a determinate part and an indeterminate
part, analogous to the analysis of Guttman (1955) for perfect fit. Model I has been adapted to the case of more variables
than observations (i.e., when J > N) by Unkel and Trendafilov (2010, 2013) and Trendafilov and Unkel (2011). Unkel and
Trendafilov (2010) also contains a nice overview of simultaneous estimation methods in common factor analysis.

We introduce the novel data factor model II and derive a simultaneous estimation algorithm, and decompositions ofF
andE into determinate and indeterminate parts. It will be shown that the estimation algorithm is not iterative as ALS, but
first estimates U2 by MRFA, then computesE, and finally computesFPT as a best rank-R approximation of X −EU. In fact,
model II is the simultaneous estimation analogue ofMRFA and yields theMRFA estimates of P andU. In this sense, MRFA and
model II have the same relation as MLFA and maximum likelihood ratio estimation of the fixed factor model as shown by
McDonald (1979). The advantage of model II over model I is the same as the advantage of MRFA over MINRES or MLFA: we
are able to compute the percentage of explained common variance, which can be used to choose the number of factors. Large
sample theory for MRFA under normality can be found in Shapiro and Ten Berge (2002). In particular, the asymptotic bias
and its variance of the estimated explained common variance are derived, as well as the asymptotic covariance matrix of
the estimated unique variances. These large sample results apply to the data factor model II as well. Although no asymptotic
standard errors for the estimated loadings are available, finite sample standard errors can be obtained via a bootstrap
procedure (e.g., Zhang, 2014) as will be demonstrated in the application in Section 6.

4.2. Algorithm for model I

In the ALS algorithm derived by Kiers in Sočan (2003) and by De Leeuw (2004), each of [F E], P, and U is updated while
keeping the others fixed. First, we describe the update of [F E], for fixed P and U. The objective function in (14) can be
written as

ssq(X − [F E] [P U]
T ) = −2 trace([F E]TX [P U])+ (const), (16)

where (const) = trace(XTX) + N trace([P U] [P U]
T ) does not depend on F or E. De Leeuw (2004) proves that all optimal

[F E] are given by

[F E] = N1/2 Q1 QT
2, (17)

where Q1 and Q2 are obtained from the singular value decomposition X [P U] = Q1 DQT
2 , with Q1 ∈ RN×(J+R) having

mean-zero orthonormal columns, Q2 ∈ R(J+R)×(J+R) having orthonormal columns, and D ∈ R(J+R)×(J+R) the diagonal matrix
containing the singular values in decreasing order. Note that rank(X [P U]) ≤ J implies that the last R singular values in D
are zero and, hence, that the last R columns of Q1 and Q2 are indeterminate. We write Q1 = [Q(d)1 Q(u)1 ] and Q2 = [Q(d)2 Q(u)2 ],
with superscript (d) denoting the J determinate columns, and (u) denoting the R indeterminate columns. We rewrite (17)
as [F E] = N1/2 Q(d)1 (Q(d)2 )

T
+ N1/2 Q(u)1 (Q(u)2 )

T . Since Q(d)1 ∈ span(X) and Q(u)1 ∈ span(X)⊥, it follows that both F and E are
decomposed into a determinate part in span(X) and an indeterminate part in span(X)⊥. Hence, the results of Lemma 3.1
apply to the update of F under model I.

The updates of P and U are given as P = N−1XTF and U = N−1diag(ETX) (Sočan, 2003; De Leeuw, 2004). Note that these
are not influenced by the indeterminate parts of F and E, which are orthogonal to X.

For later use, we consider deriving the update of [F E] under model I with Lagrange multipliers. Let T = N−1/2
[F E] and

Y = N1/2 X [P U]. By (16), we maximize g(T) = trace(TT Y) subject to TTT = IJ+R. The mean-zero constraint on T is ignored.
We augment g(T)with a term containing Lagrange multipliers corresponding to TTT = IJ+R, and obtain

hI(T, L) = trace(TT Y)+ trace(L (TTT − IJ+R)), (18)

where L ∈ R(J+R)×(J+R) is a matrix of Lagrange multipliers. The update of T is found by solving ∂hI/∂T = O and ∂hI/∂L = O,
where the latter is equivalent to TTT = IJ+R.
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4.3. Algorithm for model II

Before we derive the algorithm for fitting model II, we establish some preliminary results that we need later. First, we
prove that the estimates of F and E can be decomposed into determinate and indeterminate parts as under model I above.
We use the method of Lagrange multipliers for this. Under model II, the additional constraint N−1ET (X − EU) = O can be
written asN−1ETX = U. Substituting into the objective function implies themaximization of trace(FTXP) analogous to (16).
Let T1 = N−1/2 F, T2 = N−1/2 E, and T = [T1 T2]. We ignore the mean-zero constraints on T1 and T2. The objective function
including Lagrange multipliers is given by

hII(T1, T2,K, L) = trace(TT
1N

1/2 XP)+ trace(L (TTT − IJ+R))+ trace(K (N1/2 TT
2X − N U))

= trace(TTN1/2 X [P K])+ trace(L (TTT − IJ+R))− trace(N UK), (19)

where L ∈ R(J+R)×(J+R) and K ∈ RJ×J contain Lagrange multipliers. Comparing (19) to (18), we see that we obtain the same
derivative form ∂h/∂T as under model I, with X [P K] replacing X [P U]. It follows that, for each K, all solutions are given by
[F E] = N1/2 Q1 QT

2 , where the singular value decomposition of X [P K] is given by Q1 DQT
2 . As under model I, the estimate

of [F E] is decomposed into a determinate part in span(X) and an indeterminate part in span(X)⊥. Hence, the results of
Lemma 3.1 also apply to the estimate of F under model II.

Next, we show that under model II, S − U2 is positive semi-definite (denoted as ≥ 0). This is analogous to the MRFA
method of Ten Berge and Kiers (1991).

Lemma 4.1. Under model II in (15), we have S − U2
≥ 0.

Proof. Using the orthogonality between E and X − EU, we obtain

N−1(X − EU)T (X − EU) = N−1XTX − N−1XT (EU)
= N−1XTX − N−1(X − EU)T (EU)− N−1(EU)T (EU)
= N−1XTX − N−1(EU)T (EU)

= S − U2
≥ 0, (20)

where the positive semi-definiteness follows from equality with the left-hand side. �

The common part X − EU is approximated by FPT . It follows from (20) that the percentage of explained common variance
under model II is the same as in MRFA, namely

100 ·
trace(P8PT )

trace(S − U2)
. (21)

For variable j, the explained common variance can be computed as 100 · (P8PT )jj/(1 − u2
j ). For orthogonal factors, the

explained common variance due to each factor is computed as 100·(PTP)rr/trace(S−U2). Undermodel I it is notmeaningful
to compute the explained common variance, since the unique parts are not required to be orthogonal to X− EU and, hence,
may contain some unexplained common variance.

Nowwe are ready to derive the algorithm formodel II. Contrary to the ALS algorithm formodel I, the algorithm formodel
II is not iterative. First, we present a result on the optimal F and P for given E and U. Let the singular value decomposition
of X − EU be given by Q3 (N1/29)QT

4 , with Q3 ∈ RN×J and Q4 ∈ RJ×J such that QT
3Q3 = QT

4Q4 = IJ , and diagonal positive
semi-definite 9 ∈ RJ×J with diagonal entries in decreasing order. This implies S − U2

= Q4 92 QT
4 . Let Q3,R ∈ RN×R and

Q4,R ∈ RJ×R contain the first R columns of Q3 and Q4, respectively, and let 9R ∈ RR×R be diagonal and contain the first R
diagonal entries of 9.

Theorem 4.2. Let E and U be given such that N−1ETE = IJ , ET1N = 0, and N−1ET (X− EU) = O. Let ψR ≠ ψR+1. Under model
II, all optimal F and P (up to orthogonal factor rotation) are given by

F = N1/2 Q3,R = (X − EU)Q4,R 9−1
R , P = Q4,R 9R. (22)

The minimal objective function equals

ssq(X − F PT
− EU) = N (ψ2

R+1 + · · · + ψ2
J ), (23)

where ψ2
R+1, . . . , ψ

2
J are the J − R smallest singular values of S − U2.

Proof. Taking F and P as in (22) implies that FPT is a best rank-R approximation of the common part X − EU (Eckart
and Young, 1936). The minimizer FPT is unique if and only if ψR ≠ ψR+1. The minimal approximation error is given by
ssq(X−F PT

−EU) = N (ψ2
R+1+· · ·+ψ2

J ) (Eckart and Young, 1936).When F is chosen as in (22), it follows thatN−1FTF = IR,
that ETF = O (sinceN−1ET (X−EU) = O), and that F hasmean-zero columns (sinceX−EU hasmean-zero columns). Hence,
F satisfies the assumptions of the model. �
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Note that the minimal unexplained common variance depends on the singular values of S − U2, but not on the unique part
E. Hence, for any E satisfying the assumptions of the model, choosing F and P as in (22) is optimal.

Next, we show that for any U such that S − U2
≥ 0 we can find an E satisfying the assumptions of the model.

Theorem 4.3. Let U be such that S−U2
≥ 0. Then we can find an E satisfying the assumptions of model II, that is N−1ETE = IJ ,

ET1N = 0, and N−1ET (X − EU) = O.
Proof. From the above, we know that E = E(d)+E(u), where the determinate part E(d) ∈ span(X) and the indeterminate part
E(u) ∈ span(X, 1N)

⊥. The 1N in the latter span ensures that E has mean-zero columns. By using N−1ETE = IJ , the constraint
N−1ET (X − EU) = O can be written as N−1ETX = U, which is identical to N−1(E(d))TX = U. Since E(d) ∈ span(X), we write
E(d) = XBe for some Be ∈ RJ×J . The constraint becomes N−1BT

eX
TX = BT

e S = U, which implies

E(d) = X S−1 U, (24)

where we assume that S is nonsingular. Hence, the columns of E(d) are determined by the dataX up to their magnitude. Note
that this expression for E(d) is identical to the case of perfect fit (6). Using (24), the constraint N−1ETE = IJ can be written as

N−1(E(u))TE(u) = IJ − N−1(E(d))TE(d) = IJ − N−1US−1XTXS−1U = IJ − US−1U. (25)

Hence, the matrix IJ − US−1U must be positive semi-definite. By Proposition 4.4 below, this is equivalent to S − U2 being
positive semi-definite.

The indeterminate part E(u) can be computed as follows. The indeterminate part E(u) satisfies (25) and lies in
span(X, 1N)

⊥. Let G ∈ RN×(N−J−1) contain as columns an orthonormal basis of span(X, 1N)
⊥. We write E(u) = GH for

some H ∈ R(N−J−1)×J . Let the singular value decomposition of IJ − US−1U ≥ 0 be given by Q5 0QT
5 , with Q5 ∈ RJ×R̃ such

that QT
5Q5 = IR̃, diagonal positive semi-definite 0 ∈ RR̃×R̃, and R̃ = rank(IJ − US−1U). By (25), it follows that N−1ETE = IJ

is satisfied when HTH = Q5 (N 0)QT
5 , where we used GTG = IN−J−1. Hence, we obtain that

E(u) = N1/2 GM01/2 QT
5, (26)

whereM ∈ R(N−J−1)×R̃ is arbitrary such thatMTM = IR̃. This shows explicitly the arbitrariness in the indeterminate part E(u).
To sum up, we have ET1N = 0 since both E(d) in (24) and E(u) in (26) have mean-zero columns. And for any U such that

S − U2
≥ 0, we have N−1ETE = IJ and N−1ET (X − EU) = O for E(d) in (24) and E(u) in (26). This completes the proof. �

Proposition 4.4. Let S be J × J and positive definite and U a J × J diagonal matrix. Then IJ − US−1U is positive semi-definite if
and only if S − U2 is positive semi-definite.
Proof. Pre- and postmultiplying S − U2 by S−1/2 does not affect its positive semi-definiteness. Hence, S − U2

≥ 0 if
and only if IJ − S−1/2U2S−1/2

≥ 0. The eigenvalues of S−1/2U2S−1/2
= (US−1/2)T (US−1/2) are identical to those of

(US−1/2)(US−1/2)T = US−1U. This implies that the eigenvalues of IJ − S−1/2U2S−1/2 are identical to those of IJ − US−1U.
Hence, we obtain that IJ − S−1/2U2S−1/2

≥ 0 if and only if IJ − US−1U ≥ 0. This completes the proof. �

It follows from Lemma 4.1, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 that wemay first findU ≥ 0 such that S−U2
≥ 0 and N (ψ2

R+1 +· · ·+ψ2
J )

in (23) is minimal. This problem in U is solved by MRFA (Ten Berge and Kiers, 1991), in which N (ψ2
R+1 + · · · +ψ2

J ) denotes
the unexplained common variance. Hence, we use theMRFA algorithm of Ten Berge and Kiers (1991) to estimateU. After an
optimalU has been found, we computeE from (24) and (26). Finally, we obtainF andP as in (22). As in MRFA,P is obtained
from the truncated singular value decomposition of S −U2 (see Theorem 4.2). Hence, the estimates of both P and U are the
same as in MRFA.

The steps of the algorithm to fit model II in (15) are now as follows:
1. ComputeU by MRFA.
2. ComputeE(d) by (24).
3. ComputeE(u) by (26), where IJ −US−1U ≥ 0 has singular value decompositionQ5 0QT

5 ,G ∈ RN×(N−J−1) is an orthonormal
basis for span(X, 1N)

⊥, and M ∈ R(N−J−1)×R̃ is arbitrary such thatMTM = IR̃. SetE = E(d) +E(u).
4. ComputeF andP by (22), where X −EU has singular value decomposition Q3 (N1/29)QT

4 .

Note that (22) impliesP = N−1XTF. Indeed, we have
N−1XTF = N−1XT (X −EU)Q4,R 9−1

R

= N−1(X −EU)T (X −EU)Q4,R 9−1
R

= Q4 92 QT
4 Q4,R 9−1

R

= Q4,R 9R = P, (27)

wherewe used the constraintN−1ET (X−EU) = O, and the singular value decomposition ofN−1(X−EU)T (X−EU) = S−U2,
which equals Q4 92 QT

4 .
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4.4. Probability densities of factor scores due to indeterminacy

Here, we consider the expressions for the determinate and indeterminate parts ofF. We haveF = F(d) +F(u), whereF(d) ∈ span(X) andF(u) ∈ span(X)⊥. These can be used to simulate probability densities of estimated factor scores due to
indeterminacy. Under model I, expressions forF(d) andF(u) are given by Lemma 3.1 (as shown in Section 4.2). Below, we
focus on model II. By Lemma 3.1(i), we haveF(d) = X (XTX)−1 XTF

= X (XTX)−1 XT (X −EU)Q4,R 9−1
R

= (X − X (XTX)−1 XTE(d)U)Q4,R 9−1
R

= (X − X S−1 U2)Q4,R 9−1
R

= (X −E(d)U)Q4,R 9−1
R , (28)

where we used (22), XTE = XTE(d), and (24). From (28), it can be seen thatF(d) depends on X andU only. Hence, likeE(d),
the determinate partF(d) is fixed when U has been estimated. Note the similarity between the expressions forF andF(d) in
(22) and (28), respectively. From these, we obtainF(u) = F −F(d)

= [(X −EU)− (X −E(d)U)]Q4,R 9−1
R

= (E(d)U −EU)Q4,R 9−1
R

= −E(u)UQ4,R 9−1
R . (29)

Hence, the arbitrariness ofE(u) in (26) is directly related to the arbitrariness ofF(u) in (29).
Through a sampling scheme, the expression (29) can be used to obtain a large number of realizations ofF(u) and, hence,

of the factor scoresF. From these realizations we can estimate probability densities for each factor score inF. These are
analogous to posterior densities of F in the empirical Bayes framework (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004), and have the
same meanF(d) and variance Var(F(u)) (given by Lemma 3.1(iv)). Note, however, that we do not assume a distributional
form while a prior distribution needs to be specified to obtain the posterior densities in the empirical Bayes framework
(Bartholomew, 1981).

Under model II, the sampling procedure of F(u) is as follows. We assume that the algorithm of model II is run and
satisfactory estimates of PT−T and U have been obtained, where T is an orthogonal or oblique rotation matrix. An unrotated
realization ofF can be obtained by computingF(d) as in (28), and computingF(u) as in (29) by using (26) with a random
M ∈ R(N−J−1)×R̃ such that MTM = IR̃. To obtain a rotated realization ofFT, we rotateF = F(d) +F(u) by T. After a large
number of realizations ofFT have been obtained in this way, the probability density estimates can be computed for each
factor score inFT using a density estimation method. To ensure a uniform distribution over all columnwise orthonormalM,
it can be taken as the columnwise orthonormal Q in a QR decomposition of a matrix with random and independent entries
sampled from the standard normal distribution, where the corresponding upper triangular R has positive diagonal entries
(Stewart, 1980). The above procedure to obtain factor score densities is used in the application in Section 6.

5. Simulation study

Here, we assess the performance of the algorithms for models I and II in a Monte Carlo simulation study. We compare
them to MINRES of Harman and Jones (1966), which fits the correlation model (2). Synthetic data is generated via sampling
from a normal distribution using the true correlation matrix (Section 5.1) and by adding a random noise term to the true
data factor model (Section 5.2). We focus on retrieval of true loadings P, of the true unique standard deviations U, and of
the true determinate factor part F(d). The ALS algorithm for model I is run 10 times with random starting values for F and E
(satisfying the model assumptions), and convergence criterion 10−6. The solution with the smallest ssq(X − F PT

− EU) is
kept.

Note that when generating data by using the true correlation matrix (2), the factor scores are necessarily left out of
consideration. The purpose of the simulation study in Section 5.1 is to compare the estimation accuracy of only the loadings
and unique variances when the data is generated as usual in factor analysis simulation studies. In Section 5.2 the data is
generated as the true data factor model (4) plus a noise term, which allows to also assess the estimation accuracy of F(d).
Note, however, that the error structure in both simulation methods is different.

Estimation accuracy is evaluated by means of the mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE), which
are defined for estimateP and true value P as

MAE(P) = (JR)−1
J

j=1

R
r=1

|pjr − p̂jr |, RMSE(P) =

(JR)−1
J

j=1

R
r=1

(pjr − p̂jr)2. (30)
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The MAE and RMSE for U and F(d) are defined analogously.
For the implementation of MINRES, Harman and Jones (1966) proposed three algorithms.We use the algorithm in which

P is updated for each row separately. This makes it possible to prevent so-called Heywood cases in which an estimated
communality is larger than 1, implying a negative unique variance. In MINRES the unique variances are set equal to
diag(S)−diag(PPT ), afterPhas been estimated. For updatingP, we fitPPT to S−IJ . For rowpT

j ofP, the update is as follows. Let
sj be the jth columnof S−IJ , and letPj bematrixPwith row j replaced by zeros. Vectorpj is foundbyminimizing ssq(sj−Pj pj).
This yields pj = (PT

j Pj)
−1PT

j sj. When pT
j pj > 1 (a Heywood case), the regression is performed under the constraint pT

j pj = 1
by using the method of Browne (1967); see also Ten Berge and Nevels (1977). The MINRES algorithm is run 10 times with
random starting values for P and convergence criterion 10−6. The solution with the smallest ssq(S − PPT

− U2) is kept.
Note that Heywood cases do not occur inmodel II, sinceMRFA is used to estimateU and the explained common variances

(diagonal ofPPT ) are guaranteed to not exceed the communalities (diagonal of S − U2). Under model I, the update of U is
not directly related to the update of P as in MINRES. Although it may happen that the diagonal ofPPT contains entries larger
than 1, this does not present a problem in the estimation of U. Such cases are not corrected.

5.1. Generating data via the true correlation model

Wemake synthetic data with J = 9 observed variables and R = 3 orthogonal factors. As true parameter values, we set

P =



0.9 0 0
0 0.8 0
0 0 0.5
0.7 0.6 0
0.7 0 0.3
0 0.6 0.3
0.3 0.2 0.1
0.6 0.5 0.3
0.6 0.6 0.4


, diagonal of U2

=



0.19
0.36
0.75
0.15
0.42
0.55
0.86
0.30
0.12


, (31)

where the true correlation matrix S = P PT
+ U2 has ones on the diagonal. Hence, the data feature both high and low

communalities. The total common variance equals trace(S − U2) = 5.3, which is 58.9% of the total variance. The common
variance due to each factor (on the diagonal of PTP) is 2.60, 2.01, and 0.69, which is 49.1%, 37.9%, and 13.0% of the total
common variance, and 28.9%, 22.3%, and 7.7% of the total variance, respectively. The minimal correlation per factor is 0.77,
0.65, and 0.16. Hence, the third factor is considerably weaker than the first two factors. For Var(F(d)) = PT S−1 P and
Var(F(u)) = I3 − PT S−1 Pwe obtain

Var(F(d)) =

0.88 0.07 0.05
0.07 0.82 0.09
0.05 0.09 0.58


, Var(F(u)) =

 0.12 −0.07 −0.05
−0.07 0.18 −0.09
−0.05 −0.09 0.42


. (32)

Logically, a larger uncertainty due to indeterminacy (larger Var(f(u)r ) = 1− Var(f(d)r )) implies a smaller minimal correlation
(given by 2 Var(f(d)r )− 1).

The data is generated as Z = Y S1/2, where Y is N × J with each entry randomly sampled from the standard normal
distribution. We use both N = 100 and N = 500 as sample size. Models I and II are applied to standardized Z. MINRES is
applied to the correlation matrix of Z. We use R = 3 factors in the estimation procedures. Since we do not have true values
for F(d), we focus on retrieval of the true P and U only. For each sample size N , we generate 500 datasets Z and apply the
three algorithms. After convergence, orthogonal Procrustes rotation (Schönemann, 1966) is applied to the estimates of P to
approximate the true P as close as possible. In Table 1 we report the mean and standard deviation of the MAE and RMSE for
P and U for each sample size N . The performance of the three methods is very similar, although model II has slightly worse
performance in all cells. This is probably due to the additional constraint N−1ET (X−EU) = O in model II that is not present
in model I and MINRES. Although this constraint holds in the population, it may not hold in the sample.

5.2. Generating data via the true data factor model

Here, we perform Monte Carlo simulations in which the data is generated as Z = F PT
+ EU + σ Y, with P and U as

in (31), random F and E satisfying the model assumptions N−1
[F E]T [F E] = IR+J , FT1N = 0, and ET1N = 0, and Y with

entries randomly sampled from the standard normal distribution. The parameter σ > 0 indicates the strength of the noise
term, and we use σ = 0.4 and σ = 0.8 for low and high noise situations, respectively. For the same F, E, and σ , we generate
500 datasets Z. As above, we consider sample sizes N = 100 and N = 500. Models I and II are applied to standardized Z, and
MINRES is applied to the correlation matrix SZ of Z. We consider retrieval of the true P and U, and of the determinate factor
part F(d). For MINRES, we take ZS−1

Z
P as estimate of F(d). This is the least squares estimate whenP = N−1ZTF. For all three

methods, orthogonal Procrustes rotation is applied to the estimatesP to approximate the true P as close as possible. The
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Table 1
Means and standard deviations of MAE and RMSE values for estimates of P and Uwhen generating 500 datasets via the true
correlation model, with sample size N .

N Method P estimates U estimates
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

100 Model I 0.06 (0.01) 0.08 (0.02) 0.07 (0.02) 0.09 (0.05)
100 Model II 0.07 (0.02) 0.09 (0.03) 0.12 (0.04) 0.16 (0.06)
100 MINRES 0.06 (0.01) 0.08 (0.02) 0.07 (0.03) 0.10 (0.06)

500 Model I 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01)
500 Model II 0.03 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.06 (0.02)
500 MINRES 0.03 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01)

Table 2
Means and standard deviations of MAE and RMSE values for estimates of P, U, and F(d) when generating 500 datasets via the true data factor model, with
sample size N and noise variance σ 2 .

(N, σ ) Method P estimates U estimates F(d)estimates
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

(100, 0.4) Model I 0.05 (0.01) 0.07 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02) 0.10 (0.04) 0.27 (0.04) 0.35 (0.06)
(100, 0.4) Model II 0.06 (0.01) 0.07 (0.02) 0.08 (0.03) 0.11 (0.07) 0.29 (0.04) 0.37 (0.07)
(100, 0.4) MINRES 0.05 (0.01) 0.07 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02) 0.11 (0.04) 0.27 (0.03) 0.35 (0.05)

(100, 0.8) Model I 0.13 (0.02) 0.16 (0.03) 0.20 (0.05) 0.25 (0.06) 0.49 (0.06) 0.63 (0.08)
(100, 0.8) Model II 0.13 (0.02) 0.16 (0.03) 0.17 (0.05) 0.23 (0.07) 0.49 (0.06) 0.64 (0.08)
(100, 0.8) MINRES 0.13 (0.02) 0.16 (0.03) 0.21 (0.05) 0.25 (0.07) 0.48 (0.06) 0.62 (0.09)

(500, 0.4) Model I 0.03 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.07 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01) 0.24 (0.01) 0.30 (0.01)
(500, 0.4) Model II 0.03 (0.00) 0.04 (0.01) 0.06 (0.01) 0.07 (0.01) 0.24 (0.01) 0.30 (0.01)
(500, 0.4) MINRES 0.03 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.07 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01) 0.24 (0.01) 0.30 (0.01)

(500, 0.8) Model I 0.09 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) 0.18 (0.02) 0.21 (0.02) 0.40 (0.03) 0.50 (0.04)
(500, 0.8) Model II 0.09 (0.01) 0.11 (0.02) 0.16 (0.03) 0.19 (0.04) 0.41 (0.03) 0.52 (0.05)
(500, 0.8) MINRES 0.09 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) 0.18 (0.02) 0.21 (0.03) 0.40 (0.02) 0.50 (0.03)

rotatedPT and the rotatedF(d)T are then evaluated in terms of MAE and RMSE. In Table 2 we report the mean and standard
deviation of the MAE and RMSE for P, U, and F(d) for each sample size N and each noise level σ .

Compared to Table 1, the performance of the methods is still very similar. Here, model II does not always have the worst
performance. On the contrary, in the high noise case (σ = 0.8) the estimation of U by model II is better than that of the
other two methods. The MAE and RMSE values for F(d) may seem rather large compared to those for P and U. However, F(d)
has values on a larger scale than P andU. Moreover, the Procrustes rotationmatches the estimateP to the true P, whichmay
not be optimal for estimateF(d) and its true value F(d).

We conclude that, despite model II having an additional constraint, its ability to recover underlying loadings, unique
variances, and determinate factor parts is similar to that of model I. Hence, the advantage of being able to compute the
explained common variance is not counterweighted bymuchworse recovery performance. Both data factormodels perform
similar to MINRES, which does not offer a description of the complete class of solutions forF (and E), nor the ability to
compute the explained common variance.

6. Application: WISC-III

Here, we apply model II to a dataset of scores of N = 280 children on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Third
Edition (WISC-III; Wechsler, 1991), where the children were diagnosed with learning disabilities. The dataset is used in
a cross-validation study by Grice et al. (1999) and part of the dataset (215 children) is used in Grice (2001) to illustrate
various methods of factor score estimation. The dataset was obtained from the website of James W. Grice, Oklahoma State
University.1

TheWISC-III consists of 13 subtests, J = 12 of which are contained in the dataset. Observed scores range from 1 to 19 for
each subtest and model II applied to the standardized dataset. As in Grice (2001) and consistent with the WISC-III manual,
we extract R = 4 factors and apply Varimax rotation to the obtained factorsF and loadingsP. The rotated loadings matrix
is given in Table 3. The rotated loadings are very similar to the solution obtained in Grice (2001), with the same loadings
being larger than 0.4. Finite sample standard errors for the estimated rotated loadings and unique variances are obtained
via a bootstrap procedure with 2000 bootstrap samples (e.g., Zhang, 2014). The bootstrap standard errors are also given in
Table 3. The size of the standard errors is similar to those reported in Zhang (2014), with factor 4 having the largest values.

1 http://psychology.okstate.edu/faculty/jgrice/factorscores/RawData.sas.

http://psychology.okstate.edu/faculty/jgrice/factorscores/RawData.sas
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Table 3
Varimax rotated loadings, unique variances, and explained common variances when applying model II to the 12 subtests of theWISC-III dataset. Bootstrap
standard errors are given in round brackets.

Subtest Factor loadings Unique Var ECV%
1 2 3 4

Picture completion 0.26 (0.05) 0.62 (0.06) 0.16 (0.06) 0.03 (0.08) 0.48 (0.08) 91.7
Information 0.75 (0.06) 0.13 (0.05) 0.09 (0.06) 0.14 (0.09) 0.32 (0.08) 90.1
Coding −0.02 (0.05) 0.15 (0.06) 0.67 (0.10) 0.08 (0.08) 0.48 (0.13) 92.0
Similarities 0.71 (0.05) 0.20 (0.05) 0.01 (0.05) −0.00 (0.08) 0.42 (0.08) 93.9
Picture arrangement 0.27 (0.06) 0.43 (0.08) 0.44 (0.09) 0.01 (0.14) 0.47 (0.08) 84.6
Arithmetic 0.32 (0.09) 0.04 (0.07) 0.30 (0.10) 0.52 (0.21) 0.48 (0.16) 88.2
Block design 0.22 (0.05) 0.72 (0.07) 0.24 (0.06) 0.22 (0.07) 0.30 (0.08) 97.1
Vocabulary 0.79 (0.04) 0.21 (0.04) 0.10 (0.05) 0.07 (0.06) 0.32 (0.07) 99.2
Object assembly 0.13 (0.04) 0.76 (0.07) 0.08 (0.05) −0.09 (0.08) 0.35 (0.11) 93.9
Comprehension 0.61 (0.05) 0.14 (0.06) 0.14 (0.06) 0.24 (0.09) 0.50 (0.07) 93.7
Symbol search 0.14 (0.05) 0.19 (0.05) 0.77 (0.11) 0.04 (0.09) 0.31 (0.13) 93.5
Digit span 0.16 (0.07) 0.08 (0.06) −0.04 (0.07) 0.55 (0.22) 0.62 (0.23) 87.8

Fig. 1. Factor score density estimates for the first row ofF, based on 10000 realizations, when fittingmodel II to theWISC-III dataset. The red lines indicate
the values of (F(d))1,r . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

For Var(F(d)) and Var(F(u))we obtain

Var(F(d)) =

0.82 0.07 0.02 0.08
0.07 0.78 0.08 −0.00
0.02 0.08 0.74 0.05
0.08 −0.00 0.05 0.53

 , Var(F(u)) =

 0.18 −0.07 −0.02 −0.08
−0.07 0.22 −0.08 0.00
−0.02 −0.08 0.26 −0.05
−0.08 0.00 −0.05 0.47

 . (33)

The total explained common variance is 92.5%, and the contribution of each factor is 34.8%, 26.7%, 20.8%, and 10.2%,
respectively. The minimal correlation for each factor is 0.64, 0.55, 0.48, and 0.05. As explained in Section 3, the minimal
correlation is smaller for factors with smaller explained common variance. Factor 4 has minimal correlation close to zero.
Hence, interpretation of this factor is highly dubious. Since the explained common variance is very high for each subtest (see
Table 3), we also try extracting R = 3 factors. In that case, the total explained common variance is 86.0% and the minimal
correlations are 0.68, 0.56, and 0.48, respectively, which is acceptable. Hence, a solutionwith R = 3 factorsmay be preferred
for the WISC-III dataset instead.

Using the procedure outlined in Section 4.4, we generate 10000 realizations of the Varimax rotated factor scores matrix
for the R = 4 solution. For subject 1, we estimate the factor score densities due to factor indeterminacy by applying Gaussian
kernel density estimation to the first row of the sampled factor scores matrices. The densities are depicted in Fig. 1. As can
be seen, the density of factor 4 is very flat and yields little information on the factor score.

Next, we consider the distribution of the sampled factor scores for all subjects together. For each factor we have 10000
times 280 sampled scores. In Fig. 2 the boxplots of the scores are depicted for each factor, with the boxes indicating the
central 90% of the scores. The four distributions have skewness 0.18, −0.06, 0.13, and 0.04, respectively, and kurtosis 2.83,
2.98, 3.11, and 2.93, respectively. Although these values suggest a shape close to the normal distribution, QQ-plots of the
sampled factor scores show that the tails of the empirical distributions deviate significantly from the normal tails for some
factors (results not depicted). Note that normality of the sampled factor score distribution of all subjects together does
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of 10000 realizations ofF for all subjects together, for each factor separately, when fitting model II to the WISC-III dataset. The box limits
are the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively.

not follow from normality of the sampled factor score distribution for each subject separately (since these have different
means for different subjects). Normality of the latter distributions holds in the empirical Bayes framework when assuming
a normal prior distribution. For the sampled factor scores under the data factor models, however, normality of the sampled
factor scores for each subject separately does not need to hold.

In the above, we fitted data factor model II to theWISC-III dataset. Whenmodel I is fitted instead, the estimated loadings
are very similar but the estimated unique variances are somewhat larger. The bootstrap standard errors are also very similar.
The matrix S − U2 has both positive and negative eigenvalues and, hence, it is not possible to compute a percentage of
explained common variance.

7. Discussion

In this paper we have considered data factor models, in which the factor loadings P, unique variances U2, factor scores F,
and unique parts E are all parameters to be estimated. Our new data factor model II is equal to the existing data factor model
I (Sočan, 2003; De Leeuw, 2004)with the additional constraintN−1ET (X−EU) = O to obtain a rigorous distinction between
the common and unique parts. The parameters ofmodels I and II are estimated simultaneously. Estimation ofmodel I is done
iteratively via alternating least squares (Sočan, 2003; De Leeuw, 2004). The estimation procedure formodel II is noniterative
and combines estimation of the loadings and unique variances byMRFA of Ten Berge and Kiers (1991)with unweighted least
squares estimation of the factor scores and unique parts. By using MRFA the explained common variance can be computed,
which is important when choosing the number of factors. This is not possible under model I or other commonly used factor
methods such as MINRES or MLFA. Although the estimated factors under models I and II are orthogonal, after estimation
they can be rotated orthogonally or obliquely together with the estimated loadings without loss of fit. The simulation study
shows that the additional constraint N−1ET (X − EU) = O in model II does not result in much worse estimation accuracy
compared to model I and MINRES. Additionally, the simulation study in Sočan (2003) shows that the accuracy of MRFA
loading estimates is similar to or better than MINRES and MLFA. Matlab codes for estimating the parameters of data factor
models I and II, together with a short user guide and the dataset from Grice (2001), are available via the author’s website.2

For models I and II, we obtain a decomposition of the estimated factor scoresF and unique partsE into determinate and
indeterminate parts by extending the classical analysis of Guttman (1955) to the case of imperfect fit. Factor indeterminacy
can be reported via minimal correlations, factor score standard deviations due to indeterminacy, and factor score density
estimates obtained by uniform sampling of the indeterminate part. These densities can be used in practice as a visual tool
to assess the uncertainty in the factor scores due to indeterminacy. This is analogous to the empirical Bayes framework of
factor score estimation, but without the need of specifying a prior distribution for the factor scores.

Contrary to factor score estimates of the formF = XB, the estimates (F,E) under models I and II satisfy the usual
assumptions of the common factor model: N−1FTE = O, N−1ETE diagonal, N−1XTF = P8, and N−1FTF = 8. Moreover, the
estimates (F,E) represent the complete class of solutions (F,E) satisfying these assumptions.

We concludewith some directions for future research. Although finite sample standard errors for the estimated loadings,
unique variances, and factor correlations can be obtained via a bootstrap procedure (as demonstrated in the application),

2 http://www.alwinstegeman.nl/matlab.htm.

http://www.alwinstegeman.nl/matlab.htm
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asymptotic standard errors under normality are currently only available for the unique variance estimates by MRFA under
model II (Shapiro and Ten Berge, 2002). Asymptotic standard errors could also be derived for the estimates under model I,
and possibly also for the estimated loadings under model II. The latter may be a difficult problem though.

The data factor models do not assume normally distributed observed variables or factors. As such they may be especially
suitable for nonnormal data. Other approaches exist for nonnormal data such as the skew-normal factor model (Montanari
and Viroli, 2010), the skew-t factor model (e.g., Lin et al., 2015) or nonlinear factor models. A drawback of the skew-normal
factor model is that the range of the skewness of the modelled common part is rather limited. In Smits et al. (in press) it is
shown that for each item the common part under the skew-normal factor model can be approximated up to its third mo-
ments by that of a quadratic factor model, while the converse is not true due to the skewness limitation of the skew-normal
factor model. The quadratic factor model is more difficult to interpret than a linear factor model, however. The data fac-
tor models may form an appropriate alternative when their performance on synthetic and real life nonnormal data is good
compared to factor models assuming a skewed factor distribution.

Another subject for further research is how to handle missing data in the data factor models. In probabilistic factor
modelsmissing data (whenmissing at random) can be handled viamultiple imputation in amaximum likelihood estimation
framework (e.g., Schafer and Graham, 2002). The data factor models are not probabilistic, however, but are similar to
component models such as principal component analysis (PCA). Handling of missing data may be possible by adapting an
algorithm for missing data in PCA, such as those presented in Grung and Manne (1998).

Finally, the possibility of extendingmodel II to the case of more observed variables than observationsmay be considered.
For model I this has been done by Trendafilov and Unkel (2011). Some difficulties need to be overcomewhen adopting their
approach for model II. First, the data correlation matrix S is singular and, hence, its inverse cannot be used in the algorithm.
Second, the constraints N−1ETE = IJ and N−1ET (X − EU) = O cannot be fulfilled. Trendafilov and Unkel (2011) replace
N−1ETE = IJ with the more general constraint N−1ETEU = U, which implies that the correlation model S = P8 PT

+ U2

still holds. For the constraint N−1ET (X− EU) = O a similar alternative should be found. Moreover, the rigorous distinction
between the common and unique parts should be kept, such that the explained common variance can still be computed.
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Appendix. Remarks on the data factor models

Here we gather some technical remarks on the data factor models I and II.

1. The factor score estimatesF under models I and II (rotated or not) and under the maximum likelihood ratio estimation
of the fixed factor model (McDonald, 1979) are partly indeterminate but satisfy the properties of factor scores under the
common factormodel:N−1FTF = 8,N−1FTE = O, andN−1XTF = P8. On the other hand, estimates of the formF = XB,
although fully determinate, do not satisfy all these assumptions (Schönemann and Wang, 1972). Models I and II are the
only factor models offering an expression for the complete class of solutions forF andE.

2. Alternative estimates (F,E) and (F,E) with the same determinate parts but different indeterminate parts have
different properties under models I and II. For fixedP and U, it holds that ssq(X −FPT

−EU) = ssq(X −FPT
−EU)

under both models. However, under model I the fitted model parts are also the same:FPT
+ EU = FPT

+ EU. This
follows directly from the ALS updates in Section 4.2. Under model II we generally haveFPT

+EU ≠ FPT
+EU, due to

the additional constraint N−1ET (X − EU) = O.
3. Amodel with a similar aim asmodel II has been proposed by Kiers in Sočan (2003) and equalsmodel I with the additional

constraint of N−1ETX being diagonal. Together with N−1ETE = IJ , this implies that the unique part of variable j is
uncorrelated to the common parts of variables k ≠ j (i.e., columns k ≠ j of X − EU). However, the unique part of
variable jmay still be correlated to the common part of variable j. This can only be solved by requiring that N−1ETX = U,
which is equivalent to N−1ET (X − EU) = O as is the constraint under model II. Below, we refer to this second model in
Sočan (2003) as the intermediate model.

4. Model I and the intermediate model in Sočan (2003) are used in a simulation study of Ng (2015) to assess the accuracy
of factor score estimation. However, factor indeterminacy is not explicitly mentioned nor explicitly taken into account
when evaluating the estimation accuracy in Ng (2015). As criterion the R2 of the regression of each estimated factor on
a constant and all true factors is used. It would be better to explicitly separate the determinate and indeterminate factor
parts, since only the determinate parts can be accurately estimated. In our simulation study in Section 5 we are able to
do this, based on the analysis of the estimate of F under models I and II. Ng (2015) reports that the ALS algorithm to
fit the intermediate model is computationally demanding and sometimes fails to converge. In our simulation study the
algorithm for model II converges fast in all cases.
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5. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the factor score estimates under models I and II have a link with the empirical Bayes
framework of factor score estimation (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004). In the latter,F(d) is the mean and Var(F(u))
the covariance matrix of the posterior factor score distribution, given the data X and estimatesP,U, and 8. The sampling
uncertainty of the factor score estimateF(d) is given by Var(F(d)). In the empirical Bayes framework the estimatesP,U,
and 8 are treated as fixed, and the posterior density is not truly posterior in the Bayesian sense. An expression of the
sampling uncertainty Var(F) for an estimateF = XB that includes the estimation uncertainty of the loadings, unique
variances, and factor correlations can be found in Hoshino and Shigemasu (2008).
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